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These exciting new inventions
present endless possibilities 
of how technology can shape

the future for the better.
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CONSERVATIVE, ASYMMETRICAL,
RISK ADVERSE AND OVERALL
PROFITABLE TRADING RESULTS
ARE THE CORNERSTONE OF WOA.

WOA ALSO USES CLOUD SERVICE
COMPUTATIONAL POWER TO
MAXIMIZE PROFITABLE RETURNS
WITH DE MINIMUS DOWNSIDE
RISK.
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WOA is a high precision
machine learning, trading system created by the

developer of WOA, Donald Beaudry, in
conjunction with Google's TensorFlow.

 
TensorFlow is a open-sourced software library for

dataflow and cross optimization benefits.  Written in
Python, C++ and CUDA, TensorFlow is deployed to
help build and and maximize WOA efficiency and

profitability.



What Question Should an Investor
Always Ask? 

 
Most investors and traders ask - how much can I make?  The

question should be - how much can I lose?  What are the risks
associated with making X amount?  In WOA we have been able
to achieve a sharp ratio of 3.2 since 2019.  WOA is designed to
trade on client accounts which can either be for an individual,
business or fund. WOA is also designed for wealth creation

short or long term, conservative or aggressive - medium, as well
as retirement planning is also an available choice.
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How are these returns possible? 
 

Building out an overall profitable model like WOA that continuously over time
produces positive returns is extremely challenging.  In fact, until the past few
years, existing technology was such that what we can now do was not even

possible then.  
 

With the vast recent improvement in technology and computational power,
and with tools such as machine learning, a sub-category of artificial

intelligence, WOA has been able to break down certain heretofore
impossibilities in trading.  The end result is what I call the God Particle - the

ability to see what has never been able to be seen in the markets before now.  
 

These technological advancements, in my opinion, have led to an absolute
explosion of opportunity in trading in the past few years.  As a result, this

may be the first time a truly risk-adverse, overall profitable model on a scale
like WOA has ever been achieved.



 
WOA Tech Team is headed by Donald Beaudry,
Senior Developer & Architect of WOA.
 
WOA consists of 5 remote working team members who bring a variety of skill sets to
the WOA platform.  These skill sets range from various computer programming
backgrounds to advanced coding, quant trading and strategy building, Ai_ & ML
engineering to advanced game theory strategists.
 
Additional skill sets of our team are strategic game theory, military simulations,
statistical randomness, and probability analysis. These skill sets led by Donald
Beaudry make up the fabric and model which is WOA, War of Attrition.
 
WOA's technical team members range in age from 17 to 30's and are from diverse
and international backgrouns and locations.
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